Arrange your individual

demo with us now!

ESG MANAGEMENT

EFFICIENT & AUTOMATED

The software for your professional and reliable ESG
management throughout the entire investment lifecycle

CENTRAL FUNCTIONS AT A GLANCE
You are an investor and need to make investment decisions based on ESG criteria?
Or you are an investee, asset or risk manager and need to report on ESG-relevant data?
With WeSustain’s “ESG Management Solution“ you can rely on a versatile IT-infrastructure.

 Planning & Controlling

 Data Management



Analyses & Reporting

Plan, control and monitor
your ESG-relevant processes
and workflows with the help
of an integrated team management. Consolidate your
performance indicators using
integrated ESG guidelines
(e.g. SDG, PRI, TCFD).

Document, manage and
monitor ESG indicators for
all financial products such as
funds and private equities in
one central system. Validate
and check your ESG-relevant
data automatically for plausibility.

Analyse and evaluate your
ESG data in real time at
company, product, portfolio
and/or project level. Generate
internal and external reports
automatically and have your
data audited via external
access.

YOUR ADVANTAGES



Manage your ESG processes and data
time and cost efficient



Collect your data securely in one central
system



Collaborate and exchange data effectively



Secure your ESG compliance through
integrated standards & guidelines



Improve your data quality through
plausibility checks



Evaluate your ESG portfolio through
analysis and identify relevant measures

It has never been so easy to control your workflows,
collect your ESG data securely and generate
evaluations and reports automatically.

WeSustain’s software solutions for responsible corporate governance
Smart, powerful and collaborative
About WeSustain
Since 2010 WeSustain develops smart solutions for data management and reporting in the area of
sustainability as well as impact, ESG and compliance management. Around 600 companies and institutions
place their trust in us and work with our solutions of proven future technology. Create collaborative
structures for your responsible corporate governance with us as a software partner.

Arrange your individual demo now at
www.wesustain.com
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